LEVELING PAD OPTIONS FOR RETAINING WALL BLOCKS

NO SCALE

AASHTO NO. 57 STONE TO EXTEND AT LEAST 12" BEHIND WALL

NON-WOVEN GEOTEXTILE FABRIC (IF SPECIFIED)

PERFORATED DRAIN

GRAVITY FLOW TO OUTLET AROUND-ENDS OF WALL AND EVERY 50' ON-CENTER OR AS SPECIFIED

CONVERT TO SOLID PIPE BEFORE OUTLETING UNDER WALL

AASHTO NO. 57 CRUSHED STONE LEVELING PAD

OPEN-GRADED CRUSHED STONE LEVELING PAD

CONCRETE or DENSE GRADED GRAVEL LEVELING PAD

AASHTO NO. 57 STONE

CONVERT TO SOLID PIPE BEFORE OUTLETING THROUGH WALL

PERFORATED DRAIN

GRAVITY FLOW TO OUTLET AROUND-ENDS OF WALL AND EVERY 50' ON-CENTER OR AS SPECIFIED

UNREINFORCED AASHTO CLASS B CONCRETE WITH A MIN. 1,500 psi 28 DAY COMRESSIVE STRENGTH, or DENSE GRADED GRAVEL (IMPERMEABLE)